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ECE/CS 250: Development Environment 
Setup Guide 

OIT ECE/CS 250 Container 

With the help of OIT, ECE/CS 250 provides a container-based online development environment. The 

containers we provide have all of the programs needed in the class preinstalled. Assignments are 

expected to execute on this online environment as well as Gradescope. While you can use your own 

local environment to complete assignments, an assignment working locally does not guarantee that it 

will work on the online environment or on Gradescope. Moreover, we cannot provide full support for 

local environments because of the heterogeneity of computers and operating systems. 

In addition, we will be using GitLab to distribute starter code for assignments. Allowing other students 

to access your GitLab student-subgroup within our course group is considered a violation of the Duke 

Community Standard. You can clone the project to your development environment, make changes, 

commit them and push changes back to GitLab. You are expected to regularly commit changes and push 

them to GitLab. Because this is a very easy way to keep up-to-date backups, corrupted or lost files will 

not warrant an extension for homework assignments. 

NOTE: File corruption and loss is not a hypothetical scenario, it happens every semester. You should take 

backing up work seriously. 

TLDR: For this class, you should use the online development environment provided and push code to 

GitLab regularly to ensure an up-to-date backup of your work. 

Setup 

Getting an ECE/CS 250 Container Instance 

Go to https://vm-manage.oit.duke.edu/containers and locate the “CS250 - CS 250 - Computer 

Architecture” container. After the initial log in, you should see the following pinned to the top of the 

https://vm-manage.oit.duke.edu/containers
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page to log back into your container instance at any time by clicking on Click here to log in.

 

If you get a “No session for pid 14” error just click “OK” to continue. You should see the following screen 

once you log in: 

 

That’s it! You now have your own ECE/CS 250 container instance for the semester! 

Things to Keep in Mind 

• Logging in to the container for the first time for specific day might be a bit slow. Don’t worry the 

container log in will work just give it some time. 

• DO NOT bookmark the container. Bookmark the https://vm-manage.oit.duke.edu/containers 

page instead an ALWAYS log in to the container from the VM Manage page. 

https://vm-manage.oit.duke.edu/containers
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• DO NOT use the ECE/CS 250 containers to run your own programs (e.g. conduct research) 

because extra load will slow down the system for other students. If you need compute for 

research purposes OIT has other container instances available. 

• DO NOT use the ECE/CS 250 containers for web browsing unrelated to the class (e.g. Facebook, 

YouTube etc.) because doing so will slow down the system. Please conduct any heavy-duty 

browsing on your own computer. 

• If your container is hanging use the request a restart button on the VM Manage page. 

Navigation 

Clicking on the  in the top left of the screen will bring up the file explorer. Clicking on  in the top 

left of the screen will bring up a menu to select a program to open. 

Preinstalled Programs 

• The Firefox Web Browser: for browsing the web. 

• Xfce Terminal: preferred terminal to use. 

• Visual Studio Code: preferred IDE for writing code. 

• Venue: program to execute RISC-V code for RISC-V assignments. 

• Logisim: a GUI circuit design program for the digital logic and processor assignments. 

Using the Terminal 

You should become comfortable with basic terminal usage throughout the semester. While using the 

terminal may feel slow at first, once you become accustomed to it using the terminal can speed up many 

workflows. 

Useful Commands 

• ls: list directory contents 

• pwd: print name of current/working directory 

• cd path/to/directory: change the working directory 

o Note, ~ is shorthand for the home directory. For example, the Desktop is at path 

~/Desktop. 

• cd ..: go up one directory level 

• cp src dst: copy files and directories from src to dst (use -a flag for directories) 

• mv src dst: move and rename files by moving from src to dst 

• mkdir dir: make directory dir 

• rm filename: remove file filename 

• rm -r dir: recursively remove directory dir 

• touch filename: create file with name filename 
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• cat filename: print contents of file filename to the console 

• history: print previous commands 

Tips and Tricks 

1. You can use tab to complete directory paths and filenames. For example, try typing cd 

~/Desk and hit tab. This will autocomplete the path as ~/Desktop/. The tab autocomplete 

also works for partially spelled filenames.  

2. Use the up arrow to access recently used commands. This can save a lot of time retyping long 

commands! 

3. Website with Linux manual pages: http://man7.org/linux/man-pages/index.html 

Git and GitLab 

Local Git Setup on ECE/CS 250 Container 

First, we need to make sure git is setup properly on your ECE/CS 250 container. Open the terminal and 

enter the following commands: 

git config --global user.email "NetID@duke.edu" 

git config --global user.name "Your Name" 

Replace “NetID” with your NetID and “Your Name” with your name. See an example below: 

 

We now need to set up SSH keys so you can access GitLab. Run the following command in the terminal: 

ssh-keygen -t rsa -b 4096 -C "NetID@duke.edu" 

replacing “NetID” with your NetID. Press enter when prompted to enter a path to save the ssh key and 

also bypass adding a passphrase by pressing enter. Now run 

cat ~/.ssh/id_rsa.pub 

and copy the output. This is your public key. Then navigate to https://coursework.cs.duke.edu/ and sign 

in using the “Duke Shibboleth Login” option. This will prompt you to enter your NetID and password if 

you are not yet logged in. Click on the profile icon in the upper right corner and select “Settings”. Now 

choose SSH Keys on the left sidebar. Paste your ssh public key and give it a descriptive title such as 

“ECE/CS 250 Container” and click “Add key”. 

In general, you may find OIT’s GitLab basics guide helpful as you become accustomed to GitLab. 

http://man7.org/linux/man-pages/index.html
https://gitlab.oit.duke.edu/help/gitlab-basics/create-your-ssh-keys.md
https://coursework.cs.duke.edu/
https://gitlab.oit.duke.edu/help/gitlab-basics/README.md
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Helpful Git Commands 

• git add .: stage all changes in the working directory to commit 

• git add filename: add file filename to stage for commit 

• git status: display the state of the working directory and the staging area 

• git commit -m "MESSAGE": commit stages changes with the commit message MESSAGE 

• git push: push changes upstream (e.g. to GitLab) 

• git pull: pull changes from upstream (e.g. from GitLab) 

There are many online resources on how to use Git. Git is very power and has many power-user 

features. For this class the simple commit and push workflow should be sufficient but if you want to dive 

deeper into Git try using branches to work on features and merging those features into the master 

branch! The Git documentation is a good place to start. 

 

https://git-scm.com/about
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